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The summer is well 
and truly here, even 
though it took an age 
to arrive! I now write 
this in blistering 30C 

degrees of heat and wonder how 
you are all coping with it. I have 
had a fair amount of performing 
work in July too so the heat was 
something to be considered. Here 
are a few tips and hints to make 
sure you come up to scratch in hot 
weather.

Firstly make sure you bath or 
shower every day, as near to your 
performing time as is possible. 
This will cool you down and application of deodorants, talc and 
colognes will all help to keep you fragrant. I’m sure you know all 
this but sometimes it’s worth repeating, to remind you on the days 
you get ready later than you intended! Fresh clothing is also very 
important - first-time-on underwear, socks and shirt at the very least. 
As teenagers you will suffer from odours and perspiration far more 
than when you are fully grown so be sure to remember that.

If you need a jacket for performance purposes, which many of us do, 
ensure it goes to the dry cleaners at least after two wears, possibly 
one. It might be worth looking around to invest in a lighter weight one 
with minimum man made fibres. I bought a cotton jacket to replace 
my usual Chinese reversible silk one...  it’s been well worthwhile as it 
keeps me cooler and still looks professional.

Prop management should be down to a minimum too when you are 
performing stage or children’s magic. The less you have to carry into 
a venue, the cooler  you will stay before you start. You may want to 
take a performing shirt with you separately and change once you 
have arrived,  unloaded and set up your props. Likewise changing 
after you have finished may be an option if you are intending to stay 
on and socialise. You will no doubt get hot and bothered once you 
are performing but drink lots of water and try to slow down your 
movements on stage a little.

The main thing is that if you have done everything possible to be 
fragrant and cool you will be able to perform with confidence and 
enjoy yourself!

Enjoy your summer holidays!

STOP PRESS:  Geoff Williams, innovative comedy magician from the 
USA, will be performing at the next Ali Bongo show on Saturday 21st 
September so be sure to book early! 
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with the performer and who might say to the 

person next to them “that was good!” or “wow – 

did you see that?” will give you the best reaction.

Although this is very stereotyped, even the way 

someone is dressed can be an indication of 

their likely level of cooperation.  Of course at 

weddings everyone is dressed smartly and in 

school everyone is in uniform (hopefully!), but 

those who have taken more effort to dress up to 

go out to dinner or the theatre are normally the 

best bet.  Although becoming more and more 

rare, a man in a jacket and tie is likely to be more 

cooperative than someone who appears to have 

come out wearing what they had on whilst they 

were watching tv with their feet up earlier that 

afternoon!  On the other hand, though, a woman 

who has shown a little more flamboyance than 

the man is almost certainly going to give you a 

much better reaction than one who is overly smart 

and well groomed - who might be very concerned 

about looking stupid!

So when you have identified your helper you 

should simply expect them to help you - not ask 

them as they might say “no”.  Assure them that 

you will not make them look foolish (and make 

sure you don’t do so!) and then request that they 

help by saying something like “Sir, please join me 

here at the front.  Thank you very much.  Ladies 

and gentleman please give a warm hand as this 

gentleman joins me onstage.” or “madam, please 

hold out your hand and firmly hold these coins for 

me.  Thank you so much.”  You have thanked them 

before they have had a chance to turn you down.  

That makes it much harder for them to refuse!

Your volunteers can make or break your act.  If 

they look good – you look good.  So remember to 

choose them well and you will come out on top.

“I’d like someone to help 

me with my next trick.”  

For those of you who do 

not come to our popular 

monthly workshops, let 

me explain that there is usually a competition that 

anyone who does attend can enter.  Those taking part 

perform one trick, either stage or close up, and their 

performance is voted on by all the others present.  

This is a great way to practise performing in front of a 

live audience.

There are some themes which repeatedly arise at our 

workshops and one of those is requesting volunteers.  

The phrase I quoted to open this month’s column is 

one regularly heard.  The approach: “I’d like someone 

to help me with my next trick,” and then a wait for the 

hands of volunteers to go up, is one which, unless you 

are very experienced, can invite trouble.  All performers 

should make themselves the centre of attention and 

those who put up their hands to volunteer are likely 

to want the attention on themselves.  Even the very 

best at handling their audience helpers, John Archer or 

Graham Jolley for example, are careful how they select 

their assistants.  Performers like Richard Pinner , or 

Terry Herbert, will often be seen at The Magic Circle 

watching the audience from the balcony, or from the 

wings on stage, before they perform in order to identify 

who are likely to be the best participants.

The same principles apply whether you perform on 

stage, round the tables in a restaurant or wedding, 

doing walkabout or even in your playground at 

school.  You should understand the body language 

of your audience.  Someone with their arms folded, 

who looks disagreeable or bored or makes no eye 

contact, is likely to be difficult to get to give you the 

enthusiastic response you are looking for.  Someone 

who is laughing too heartily, or is keen to volunteer 

themselves (or their friend), is likely to be difficult to 

control.  But there is greater probability that someone 

who is leaning forward to concentrate on the 

performance, who is smiling and making eye contact 

Kevin’sKorner

Kevin Doig Chairman



YMC WORKSHOP DATES 2013
 21st September 2013 * Sunday 27th October 2013 30th November 2013 *
  (J-Day)       
                                 NB All dates with * are Ali Bongo show dates.

For members only.  Workshop fee £8.00 paid on the day.  Workshops will run from 11am - 4pm and will be held at 
The Magic Circle HQ (address on page three).  Be sure to bring packed lunch (drinks will be provided free), a deck 
of cards, notebook and a pen as minimum requirements for the day.  Please note: you must register in advance 
each time and receive confirmation.  Email: kevin.doig@tesco.net
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High Jinx Summer No.1
Some of you will know Michael Jordan as anenthusiastic past member of YMC, someone who attended workshops every month in spite of livingin the North of England!  Michael, sometimes with hissister Siobhan as High Jinx, and other times alone, won our own J-Day stage competition and even The Magic Circle’s Young Magician of the Year. He continued after school and college to pursue a career as a full time illusionist.

I am delighted to learn that Michael’s High Jinx Magic and Illusion Show has become Trip Advisor’s number one attraction in Blackpool. The Fam- ilyvariety show, which features magic, illusion, juggling,music and dance, has been an instant hit withBlackpool visitors since it opened at the Horseshoelast year. The two-hour evening show is on everyWednesday, Thursday, Friday and Sunday at 7.45pmuntil November 4th. Matinee shows are everySaturday with additional selected dates throughoutthe season.

For more information visit:

www.blackpoolpleasurebeach.com/shows /high-jinxmagic-and-illusion/
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Chris McGeever’s 
interest in magic 
started with a Paul 

Daniels Magic Set as a 
Christmas present but he 
got much deeper into it 
when David Blaine and 
Derren Brown hit the TV 
screens with their fantastic 

shows - and that was what 
caused him to join YMC. He 
left in 2006 when he turned 
eighteen, having been a 
member since the age of 
fourteen. 

Chris says:

Some of my fondest memories, 

from my teenage years, 
are related to YMC. I went 
regularly to the workshops 
and the Ali Bongo Saturday 
evening shows, made several 
friends, and even got the 
chance to entertain Members 
of The Magic Circle before
becoming a Member myself. 

WHERE ARE THEY NOW?
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I figured that if I could 
amaze intelligent Cambridge 
students, I would be able to 
fool nearly anyone!

At first, I started-out doing 
mostly close-up magic 
(though Mandy did pass me 
one of my first-ever stand-
up/cabaret gigs whilst I was 
still at YMC!). However, as 

time progressed, I started 
reading and learning more 
about stage magic and 
decided to put together 
an act that would work for 
larger audiences. One of 
the biggest gigs I did during 
university was when I put on 
a one-man show in aid of 
Cancer Research UK. This 
was in memory of mother who 
sadly passed away from 
cancer at the beginning of 

2009. I hired a 300-seat 
theatre and my friends, who 
played in a jazz band, were 
my warm-up act. The evening 
lasted just over two hours 
(with an interval) and, as 
a lot of the audience were 
friends of mine, it felt like a 
huge party.

Around the same time I also 
started taking more interest 
in stand-up comedy, both 
on TV and at live comedy 
shows. This helped me to 
develop quite a distinctive 
performing persona; funny 
patter, with rather dry humour, 
is now a key part of my 
cabaret act!

Continued....

From YMC to MMC by Chris McGeever MMC

Recently I went through my 
current magic repertoire, and 
I’m still performing some of 
the routines that we learned 
at the workshops, or that I 
performed for fellow members, 
several years ago.

Life after YMC
My next step, after finishing 
A-Levels at school, was to 
go to university. I studied a 
Law degree at Cambridge 
- at Trinity College, the 
largest of all the twenty-nine 
Cambridge Colleges. Before 
I started the course, as a 
treat for passing my exams, 
my mum booked me a trip to 
Las Vegas over that summer. 
I got the chance to see all 
the big magic shows there at 
the time – Lance Burton, Rick 
Thomas, Penn and Teller, Mac 
King, ‘World’s Greatest Magic 
Show’ (which included Kevin 
James) and my favourite 
magician, David Copperfield.

During my time at university 
I found myself doing more 
and more magic at different 
student events – parties, balls 
and so on. My reputation 
slowly started to spread as 
there were very few other 
magicians amongst my fellow 
students. Because everyone 
is living very close together 
whilst studying, it became a 
rapid way for me to perform 
for lots of different people.

My audiences were a similar 
age to me and they proved 
to be willing ‘guinea pigs’ for 
me to try-out new material.
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Gap year(s)

I graduated in 2010 and 
wanted to take a break 
from the world of law before 
starting a legal career. So I 
did some travelling, worked 
for a charity for a year and a 

half, and even did close-up 
and cabaret magic on cruise 
ships around Europe for three 
months! The charity I used to 
work at runs a programme 
during the summer holidays 
for 15-17 year olds, called 
‘The Challenge’, which exists 
all over the UK as ‘NCS’. If 
you’re in that age bracket, 

I decided it wasn’t for me. 
Slowly I realised that I 
actually wanted to become 
a barrister instead. So this 
academic year (2012/13) I 
have been studying at law 
school for the Bar which is a 
course you need to take in 
order to become a barrister. 
Recently, exam results were 
released and I found out I 
passed the course (I got an 
‘Outstanding’ grade, which 
I was very chuffed about!). 
This means I can officially 
call myself a barrister from 
this October. Career-wise, 
my aim is to continue working 
in the legal world. In some 
ways being a lawyer is very 
similar to magic – it’s varied 
and fast-paced - and when 
you appear in court it is 
somewhat like a performance!

And....

My next aim for my magic is 
to progress to AIMC within 
The Magic Circle – I’ve 
started practising for my 
exam and am hoping to 
have my act ready within 
the next few months. Since 
leaving YMC I am still friends 
with a number of fellow ex-
members – some of them no 
longer pursue magic as a 
hobby while others are full-
time professional magicians! 
Magic is a great, close-knit 
community and YMC is the 
perfect place to share our 
passion with other people of  
similar ages to ourselves.

I wish you all the best for 
the future; keep reading lots, 
practise hard and always try 
to listen to how the audience 
is responding to your 
performance. Perhaps I’ll see 
you at a YMC workshop one 
day - or even on a Monday 
night, as a fully-fledged 
Member of The Magic Circle?

or you’re going to be soon, 
do check it out at www.the-
challenge.org.

What about the 
lawyer thing?
From the age of about eleven 
I thought that I wanted to 

become a solicitor. (That 
is one of the two types of 
lawyer in England, the other 
being a barrister). However, 
after I had done a number of 
work experience placements, 
with law firms in London,
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MEMBER PROFILE:

Caloe Cole

Age:	13

Current Home:

Ringwood,	Hampshire

Joined The Young

Magicians Club?	

September	2012

Hobbies apart from magic?

Rugby,	art	&	designing	cards

Favourite magic book?

Thinking	the	Impossible
By	Ramon	Rioboo

Favourite magic DVD?

How	To	Do	Street	Magic
by	Brad	Christian	because	it
really	helps	both	beginners
and	experts.

Favourite Non-Magic

Book?	Z.REX	by	Steve	Cole.

Favourite Film?

Paul	Blart:	Mall	Cop	-	very	
funny!!!

Favourite Magicians?
David	Blaine	because	of	his	
style.	Derren	Brown:	I	love	
the	way	he	brings	a	bit	of	
comedy	into	his	acts	and	
Dynamo	-	he’s	very	modern	
doing	stuff	in	his	own	way.

What kind of Magic do you 
enjoy the most?	Close	up	
and	street	magic.

What do you like most 
about Secrets?	Well	I	like	
to	know	what	most	people	
don’t.

Strongest non-magical
performing influences?
My	Dad	-	Steven	Cole.

Strongest magical

influences?	Paul	from	the
Merchant	of	Magic	store,	Ben	
and	Jimmy	Strange	and	David	
Blaine.

What is your favourite magic

on TV?

David	Blaine,	Derren	Brown,

Dynamo	&	Masked	Magician

Which magician would you most 
like to be and why?

David	Blaine	he	really	believes	
what	he’s	doing	is	real	which	
makes	his	act	very	authentic.

If you had your own TV chat 
show and could interview any 
three people - real or fictitious, 
dead or alive - who would they 
be?

Harry	Houdini.	Michel	
Macintyre	and	David	Blaine.	

Top tip for getting into 
magic?	Learn	one	magic	trick	
and	practise	that	one,	and	only	
that	one,	until	you’ve	mastered	
it;	then	you	can	move	on	to	the	
next	trick.

Some people I would like to 
thank in magic for either their 
help or encouragement?

Steve	Cole,	Nancy	Cole,	Anneli	
Cole,	Andy	Goldman,	Kieran
Godall,	Eva	Turna,	Angila	and	
Ross	Cogdell	plus	every	one	at	
the	Merchant	of	Magic	store	-	
they’re	very	friendly	there.

Caloe Cole



WORKING AND
PRESENTATION:
Fan the deck and ask a spectator to select one (force 
duplicate card), then have the card returned and the 
deck shuffled.

Request a second spectator to assist by making a 
grabbing motion towards the deck and state that he or 
she is removing the chosen card invisibly. The second 
spectator, holding nothing at all, is requested to make a 
throwing motion towards the Card Box which has been 
previously shown empty. The lid is closed.

You recap what has happened so far and open the 
upper lid of the box. The second spectator is asked to 
gaze at the invisible card inside. However, in opening 
the box, you make sure the flap falls from one side to 
the other, thus revealing the duplicate card, which only 
the spectator can see.

“I want you to be a sport and try to see images on the 
invisible card inside the box, please,” you ask.

This spectator is asked to name the suit of the card, 
then its value. I have found that all spectators will react 
well to such a request. 

You retrieve the box, allowing the flap to 
drop over inside, and then briskly reopen 

it showing its interior to be empty. 
You anounce “Well, I can’t see 

the invisible card. I guess this is 
because it’s hard to see. However, 
YOU managed to see it so let’s 
find out if this really was the 
selected card”.

The first spectator agrees 
completely. The second spectator 

is asked to reverse the procedure 
by grabbing the invisible card and 

throw it towards the deck.

The deck of card is ribbon-spread onto the 
table surface and the chosen card is removed.

EFFECT:
A spectator selects a card from the deck and 
remembers its suit and value. The card is then 
shuffled into the deck.

The performer requests another spectator to reveal 
the card by invisibly removing it from the deck. The 
spectator is asked to invisibly throw the ‘card’ into a 
shown empty box.

The spectator is asked to look inside the box and, in 
particular, at the invisible card. He or she is further 
asked to look at the invisible image and is then 
requested to reveal its identity stage by stage - suit 
- value - etc.  The opened box is shown inside to all 
of the audience. The card must surely be ‘invisible’.

The first spectator acknowledges the second 
spectator’s finding - it is indeed the selected card.

Finally the second spectator is asked to invisibly 
remove the ‘card’ and throw it towards the deck. 
The deck is fanned and the chosen card is removed.

APPARATUS:
A Card Box: These are very common, 
made in wood, metal or plastic. 
They are often found in sets of 
magic and magic dealers sell 
them. You may already own one.

A deck of cards

One duplicate card

 
SET-UP:
Place the duplicate card inside the box 
and insert the loose flap on top. The box 
now looks empty.

Since a ‘force’ of a card is required here (matching 
the duplicate), prepare your deck so this can 
be executed and use your favourite method. 
Alternatively, a faked ‘forcing’ deck could be used.

INVISIBILTYTRICK 

The classic utility item, the Card Box, is normally 
used to produce, vanish or change a card (or cards). 
Here we use it for a different purpose.

by Ian Adair
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DAVENPORT’S 
MAGIC KINGDOM
OPENING OF THE WORLD’S LARGEST MAGICAL MUSEUM

At last, the largest Magic Museum in the world has opened - and it’s here in the UK!

On Saturday 6th July Davenport’s Magic Kingdom was officially opened by Betty 
Davenport, the grand-daughter of Lewis Davenport who was the founder of the world famous 
Magic store which bears their name.

The Davenport’s magic collection has been amassed by four generations of the family over 115 years 
and is now displayed in its own custom built premises in North Walsham, Norfolk.  This is not just a 
magic museum but an exclusive magical journey as I found out when I paid a visit to this amazing 
place.  My journey started with a witch taking me through a secret door into a 16th century street 
and a talk, as well as a demonstration, on witchcraft – centering on Reginald Scot’s “Discoverie 

Is this what you 
thought?

Lord John MacGregor MIMC assisting Paul Daniels
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of Witchcraft”, the first book 
containing methods for 
magic tricks.  There were 
original displays from as 
early as 1492 through the 
centuries to the present. For 
younger children who visit 
there are costumes to try on, 
a “Kids Trail” to follow and 
some unusual optical effects.   
I loved a huge re-creation of 
the doorway of the Egyptian 
Hall, a magic theatre which 
stood in Piccadilly London, 
in 1895; and I also studied 
collections of items from 
historical names such as 
the Maskelynes, Chung Ling 
Soo and, of course, Lewis 
Davenport himself. There 
was also time to enjoy an 
audio visual presentation of 
the history of the Davenport 
family which included a 
fascinating section featuring 
many famous magicians!

Another favourite area, 
for me, was the replica of 
Davenport’s shop, back in 
1927, which was filled with 
quantities of actual magic 
tricks from that time and 
others. Just outside of that 
was Lewis Davenport’s own 
Rolls Royce, still in full working 
order!  A ventriloquist section 
contained rare examples of 
ventriloquist dolls, part of 
Betty Davenport’s personal 
collection, and there was 
even a special display 
which allowed me to work 
the head of a vent doll. The 
actual moulds and assembly 
parts used by Len Insull, the 

greatest doll maker of all 
time, were also on display as 
was a marvelous collection of 
Punch & Judy dolls.  

There were some classic 
fairground illusions such 
as “The Headless Lady”; 
I watched this presented 

exactly as it would have been 
in the 1950s - with a live lady 
in the chair!  More optical 
illusions, and an avenue of 
early magic catalogues, led 
to a passageway of rooms 
set out in the periods when 
Cardini, David Nixon and 
Tommy Cooper were in their 
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prime.  I was able to watch 
them perform some of their 
classics on TVs of their 
times too. A special cabinet 
with exhibits displaying the 
works of Ali Bongo, David 
Berglas, Derren Brown and 
Paul Daniels concluded the 
museum visit - or did it? 

There was a surprise photo 
opportunity (see front cover) 
just before the exit. The 
cafeteria area was also full 
of original posters, as well 
as examples of some of the 
great illusions of yesteryear, 
plus a Punch & Judy booth 
and the actual 1919 Chappell 

concert grand piano from 
St. George’s Hall.  I had 
a thoroughly delightful 
afternoon at the Magic 
Kingdom  and hope  you 
make time to visit too!

When you do, your trip 
will end with either a 
half hour show in the 
specially built St.George’s 
Theatre or an excellent 
close-up presentation. 
The Davenports Magic 
Kingdom also presents 
numerous special evening 
events and is very 
proud of its junior magic 
classes which are held 
every Saturday. So make 
some time during the 
holiday period to travel to 
Norfolk and visit a unique 
museum that will have 
you entranced for hours!

OPENING TIMES:
During the season (to 
30th September) it 
opens daily 10am to 
5pm; then weekends 
only to 31st December.

BOOKINGS:
Phone: 01692 405 254 
or via web site:

www.davenportsmagic

kingdom.co.uk
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Elizabeth Rogan was invited to attend 
the Society of American Magicians 
Convention in Washington last 

month, to appear in their Stars of Tomorrow 
show – this is her story:

I arrived in Washington DC in advance 
of the Convention, not knowing what to 
expect. After a few days’ sight-seeing I 
began to recognise some magicians in the 
hotel lobby on the Tuesday night. These 
included Shin Lim who wowed us with 
some unbelievable card tricks. Later on 
in the week I was lucky enough to see his 
FISM act. 

The official opening of the convention was 
the next day. The dealers opened, there 
were some excellent lecturers and I met 
some fellow young magicians. Some of the 
best parts of the convention, for me, were 
the regular Society of Young Magicians 
meetings. I got to meet my fellow 
performers in the Stars of Tomorrow show 
at events, such as the Ice Cream Social 
and special lectures - held exclusively for 
the young magicians - from performers 
such as Shoot Ogawa and Losander. 
 
Every night of the convention there was an 
underground magic session held by some 
amazing close up magicians such as Eric 

STARS	OF	TOMORROW	SHOW

IN 
By Elizabeth Rogan

The Stars of Tomorrow: (In no particular order)

Nick Diffatte, Alex Boyce, Elizabeth Rogan, Kimberly Zoller, Chaste Hasty Elizabeth Scalf.



Jones, Dan Hauss, Tony Chang and 
Theory 11.
 
On the 4th July was the Stars of 
Tomorrow show organised by 
Marlene Clark. This was  where six 
young stage magicians, and me, 
performed to the convention goers. 
Nick Diffatte was compere and Alex 
Boyce, Kimberly Zoller, Chase Hasty, 
Elizabeth Scalf and myself all did our 
acts to a brilliant audience who were 
very appreciative. There were also 
some close up Stars of Tomorrow 
who performed every night, before 
the shows, and also at  the Banquet 
at the end of the week.
 
The shows included a variety show, 
which ranged from dove acts to 
puppetry from Scott Land; a Japanese 
show where we saw some excellent 
manipulation; and a Denny Haney 

and Friends show with comedy from 
Levent and FISM winner Rick Merrill. 
They were all fantastic and gave 
me the opportunity to see some of 
the best current close up and stage 
magicians.
 
Some of the lectures I got to see 
included Levent, Shoot Ogawa and 
FISM Grand Prix Winner, Rick Merrill.
 
During the SYM meetings I 
socialised and got to know some 
other magicians of my age. I found 
there were many more girls to talk 
to than at YMC workshops - which 
was a bonus! Dealers donated some 
great things for us too and lecturers 
gave up time to talk to us on stage 
presence, advertising and to teach us 
some tricks.
 
On the final night we attended the 
banquet where we saw Dal Sanders 
take over as President of the SAM  
from Chris Bontjes - a lovely way 
to end an amazing convention. I 
made some brilliant friends who I 
am keeping in touch with and, after 
such hospitality from everyone there, 
I hope to one day return! I would like 
to thank Marlene Clark for arranging 
the show and for giving me that once 
in a lifetime opportunity to perform 
at an international convention!
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Al Schneider Linking Rings
By Al Schneider     n   Reviewed by Laurent Van Trigt

47 Min. DVD. £23 from your favourite dealer. Dealers contact
Murphy’s Magic supplies, www.MurphysMagic.com.

This DVD features two excellent linking ring routines by one of the fine 
thinkers of magic, Al Schneider. One routine is suitable for parlour, while 
the second one is meant for a stage show. 

One of the problems in performing the linking rings is that, as far as the 
audience is concerned, the idea of a gap in a ring is an obvious solution. 
With this in mind, when watching Al Schneider’s DVD I was keen on seeing if 
he had considered the problem. The first routine happens with no spectator interaction and involves 
some standard phases such as the tumbling rings illusion. Here, he provides his false count of the 
rings as well as touches on standard methods which can easily be incorporated into other linking 
ring routines. However in the second routine, he links a chain of two and three rings which are held 
by one or more spectators, and then hands out the final sixth ring, leaving him empty-handed. At this 
point all rings can be examined (there really is nothing to be found) and the handing out of all rings 
was definitely a highlight on this DVD. Although the routine requires a box, you will have to construct 
yourself, his solution is relatively practical for a stage piece.

If you seek to improve your own routine, or are looking for a new deceptive piece, you may well find  
it on this DVD.

Essence   by Miguel Angel Gea            n  Reviewed by Michael Vincent

Four Instructional DVD set, £68 from your favourite dealer.
Dealers contact Murphy’s Magic supplies, www.MurphysMagic.com. 

The Essential Magic Collection brings us a box set of four DVDS featuring 
the magic of Miguel Angel Gea. He is one of Spain’s finest exponents of 
pure sleight of hand and this is a perfect showcase. 

The DVD kicks off with Miguel in live performance. Card and coin magic 
features throughout and the highlight of this section, for me, was his 
interpretation of the classic effect of spelling the names of random 
playing cards. This routine could easily be adapted to spelling in English. 
Also featured is a fascinating version of the McDonald Aces using the 
four Kings - this routine makes use of the deck changing entirely to blank cards during 
the initial production.

REVIEWS
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Disc two features material created by Spanish Magician Joaquin Havajas. Miguel offers up his own 
handlings with a version of Wild Coin, followed by a simple vanish of a coin. One of Miguel’s signature 
effects is his Coin and Glass routine, a stunning penetration of a coin through a glass, repeated 
several times - this fooled me on first viewing!

Disc Three contains material related specifically to Miguel’s Coin Magic while 
Disc Four continues with more individual routines of a varied nature. Here we get to see Miguel’s 
thought process as applied to the Matrix  as well as a card and rubber band routine called Elastico. 

With interview segments too, this is highly recommended but is not for the beginner.

Erdnase Unmasked Edited by David Ben

n   Reviewed by Will Houstoun

80 pages. £23 plus p&p from your favourite dealer.
Dealers contact Murphy’s Magic supplies, www.MurphysMagic.com.

This could have been the shorted review in the history of The Magic 
Circular. All that needs to be said is: If you are interested in who Erdnase 
was then you will want this book and if you do not care who Erdnase was 
then you will not. Having presumably had many readers skip to the next 
review let me tell you a little about the book itself.

Erdnase Unmasked contains six articles culled from the pages of Magicol, 
the Magic Collectors’ Association journal. All deal with The Expert at The Card Table and the book’s 
authorship and they have been written by experts such as Richard Hatch, Hurt McDermott, Jason 
England, Martin Gardner and David Ben. The articles discuss subjects such as potential candidates 
for Erdnase, a profile for Erdnase based on the material he explained, why The Expert at The Card 
Table was published in Chicago as well as a look at the different editions of the book and related 
products.

A highlight of the book is David Ben’s profile of Erdnase and Richard Hatch’s analysis of Erdnase 
candidate Edwin S. Andrews. Both articles deal with the authorship of The Expert at The Card Table 
but they come at it from totally different perspectives and it fascinating to see how they intersect. For 
those interested in a slightly broader historical context Hurt McDermott’s article will be of interest. It
discusses the way in which Chicago’s politics at the turn of the twentieth century, particularly relating 
to the Comstock Law, would have made it the perfect setting for the publication of The Expert at The 
Card Table.

The book itself is soft bound but has still been nicely produced. It features a selection of photographs 
and illustrations throughout and has been wonderfully designed by Michael Albright. Erdnase 
Unmasked is a limited edition of 500 copies. If you have read this far you probably love Erdnase and 
if you love Erdnase you already know that you want this book. When you get it I don’t think you will 
be disappointed.

things that you might want to beg, borrow or steal (in a magical sense) - or put on your wish list!
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I
n previous installments I have shared many ideas 

and practices designed to help you have more 

success and fun when you are performing magic. 

In this one, I would like to talk about an extremely 

important thing to do when you are not on stage: 

study and read the literature of magic.

I understand that these words “study” and “read” 

often make young people feel bad. This happens 

because in school you are forced to do them or 

you’ll be punished with a bad mark. Yuuck! Who 

would want to do those things in their free time and 

fun time?

MUSINGS
OF A

MAGIC
TEACHER

Picture:
Larry Hass.

However, I encourage you to not let unpleasant 

school stuff ruin one of the very best things magic 

has to offer. I say this because reading and studying 

the literature of magic is one of the most pleasurable 

things you can do.

Indeed, reading and studying magic books and 

videos makes you privy to a whole world that 

non-magicians know almost nothing about: the 

world of magicians and their secrets, the world of 

learning how to create pleasurable illusions. There is 

something so exciting and inspiring about spending 

time in this world; and it is the best way to learn new 

routines, presentations, and techniques for your 

performing work.

This is why I rarely leave the house without a magic 

book in hand. This is why there is a little stack of 

magic DVDs next to my television. It is why there are 

little piles of magic books and magazines next to 

my favourite chairs. This way, whenever I have some 

free time, I can quickly plunge into the pleasures of 

learning magic.
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As you can tell, I believe it is important to study 

both video and written materials. Each medium has 

distinctive strengths - each allows for learning in a 

way that the other one does not.

For example, watching a DVD or a download is 

excellent for seeing what a routine looks like as 

a whole. This allows you to feel its magic which is 

much harder to get from the written word. Further, 

viewing is especially excellent for learning particular 

sleights and hand/body positions; seeing how a 

sleight is performed and how it should look is often 

a “fast track” for learning it.

At the same time video watching has limits; and 

it is important to be on your guard. For one thing, 

learning by viewing tends to produce carbon-

copy imitations. For example, I have seen many 

manipulation routines suddenly lapse into a “Jeff 

McBride” sequence because the performer has 

slavishly imitated what they saw Jeff do on one of 

his DVDs. This is not good for magic and it is not 

good for the performer because, if he or she is 

simply copying what they have viewed, they aren’t 

developing their own style or coming up with their 

own innovations.

This is one vital reason that it is so important to 

temper your “magic viewing” with magic reading. 

Empirical research shows that reading requires your 

active imagination in a way that viewing does not. 

Indeed, viewing is much more passive - hence all 

the imitations. When you exercise your imagination, 

in the process of reading magic books, it is much 

easier to be imaginative and creative with your 

magic. It is no surprise, then, that the leading stars 

of magic today do much more magic reading than 

viewing. And you probably should, too. Or at least try 

to get a balance between the two.

Another advantage of reading is that you can scan 

and select what you read.  Reading is much more 

time efficient than being locked into having to 

watch all that extraneous stuff on videos. This is 

an important point that you may not have thought 

about: in the time it takes to watch a sixty-minute 

magic video you can learn fifteen times more by 

reading, simply because your eyes can scan and 

select what is pertinent and leave the boring stuff 

behind.

Even so, viewing and reading are both important as 

we study the literature of magic. They are fun and 

inspiring. They make you smarter and better as a 

performer. And this is the primary way that  you will 

discover excellent new material for your repertoire. 

When it comes to magic, “reading and studying” 

isn’t something you have to do, it is something you 

get to do!

Homework

0 Your homework this month is to spend some 

(more) of your free time reading and studying magic. 

To guide you, I am including a list of excellent books 

and DVDs.  (For full list see over the page)

0 You don’t have to read them all! Simply start with 

one in a subject area that especially calls to you.

0 If money is a concern, focus on the items that 

are marked “***”. These items currently cost less 

than £16. Also, if there is something special on the 

list that is a bit more expensive, ask your parents 

for help: they will love to hear you want to “read and 

study”!

Happy reading and studying!
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Dennis Patten’s Puzzle Solution
Secrets June ‘13

Star Strips 6

Toy Matters 4

With only the powers of mental 

manipulation, can you figure 

out how to position the strip 

with the cowboys onto the 

square with the horses so 

that it looks as if the cowboys 

were riding the horses?

If you can’t solve this in 

your mind, try copying 

and cutting out the strip 

to experiment.  Hint:  The 

solution makes the horses 

look much faster!

Solutions
Dr. Larry’s List of Good Books and Videos

General Magic
Eugene Burger, Mastering the Art of Magic

Daryl, Expert Rope Magic Made Easy (DVD set)
Daryl, Fooler Doolers (DVD set)

Joshua Jay, Magic: The Complete Course***
Harold Rice, Rice’s Encyclopedia of Silk Magic

Jim Steinmeyer, The Conjuring Anthology  
The Tarbell Course on Magic, Volumes 1-8***

Mark Wilson, The Mark Wilson Complete Course in Magic***

Card Magic
Lewis Ganson, Dai Vernon’s Inner Card Trilogy

Roberto Giobbi, Card College Light
Harry Lorayne, Close-up Card Magic

Mentalism
Max Maven, VideoMind (DVD set)

Barrie Richardson, Theater of the Mind



WORKING AND
PRESENTATION:

The loose clips are allowed to pour from the 
envelope, onto the table surface so all can clearly 
see they are separate.
 
The matchbox is picked up using the left hand 
and held above the eye level of the audience. The 
inner tray is pushed halfway out so the compart-
ment which contains the magnet becomes avail-
able.
 
The clips are picked up one at a time and 
dropped into this compartment, landing on the 
magnet. Believe it or not, when the tray is pushed 
back inside and the box is shaken, all of the clips 
will adhere to the magnet or to each other. The 
shaking motion is also good for ‘effect’.
 
After a few moments, the tray is pushed open 
(above eye level of the audience) at the same 
time being pivoted towards you, then inverted, so 

only the chain of clips fall to the table. For a 
few seconds the audience thinks that 

these are the same loose clips but, 
when removed from the table and 

allowed to hang, they can clearly 
see that they have magically 
linked together.
 
All eyes will be on the linked 
chain, spectators anxious to 
handle them. As they do this, 

casually insert the tray back 
inside the outer cover, pushing 

it further so only the empty half 
compartment is on view. The box is 

casually rested on the table, then
removed and pocketed.

Here’s a nice little effect using paper clips 
which magically come together in a chain.

EFFECT:

A number of single paper-clips are dropped 
into a matchbox which is then shaken.
 
When the inner tray of the box is removed, and 
inverted, the clips fall onto the table now
magically transformed into a linked chain!

 

APPARATUS:

Twenty metal paper-clips ten are kept single, 
the other ten being linked together in a chain.
 
A matchbox as photographed, the inner tray 
has a partition which results in two separate 
compartments. A small strip, removed from a 
matching box, is cut to size, bent, and then 
glued to make this possible.
 
A strong magnet this is glued into 
one of the compartments (or
Blu Tack can be used).

SET UP:

Load the linked chain of clips 
into one of the compartments.  
Insert the tray into the outer cover.
The loose paper clips are inside a 
small pay-type envelope.
 
The closed matchbox should be on your table 
at the commencement.

COME TOGETHER
CLIPS TRICK 
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 Top magic - instantly 

Magicseen Issue 50 (May 13) Download 
£4.00 

www.magicseen.co.uk 
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